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Our students begin
to practice collaboration
through 
reading and writing
partnerships at
Theodore Roosevelt.





Teachers at
James H. Vernon 
continue to help

students
better understand

the principles
of successful
collaboration

and self-monitor
their progress.











Students at OBHS

participate

in Socratic seminars,

where they practice

using dialogue

as a tool for

leveraging the

collective knowledge

of the group

to explore

complex texts.









All students at

Theodore Roosevelt

have opportunities

to present their

learning

to parents during

reading & writing

celebrations. 





Students at
Theodore Roosevelt Elementary

publicly share their learning through:
reading & writing celebrations

book talks
engineering project presentations

short story plays
non-fiction research presentations

poetry presentations
Readers’ Theater
Edmodo videos
Seesaw videos

Educreations videos
Toontastic videos



3rd grade 
students
present their
‘big, bold 
opinions’
to Dr. Vacchio.







Students at the
James H. Vernon School

publicly share their learning through:
Wax Museum Biography Presentations

Immigration Museum Presentations
Model Membrane Engineering Project

Windmill Design Exhibit
Ancient Civilization Celebration

Readers’ Theater
performance poetry

science fair presentations
student council speeches

World Religion Presentations
debates

persuasive speeches and videos













Students at Oyster Bay High School
publicly share their learning through:
research-based argument presentations

poetry slams
poster presentations/museum walks

PSA Presentations
debates

The Elizabethan World Group Presentations
A Life Worth Knowing Presentations

AP Seminar Team Mulitmedia Presentations
AP Seminar Individual Multimedia Presentations

Roman Times Newspaper Presentations



Students at Oyster Bay High School
publicly share their learning through:

AP Language & Composition presentations of text analyses
memoir presentations

The American Novel Presentations
children’s books presentations

Careers in Journalism Presentations



Steps Taken
to Explore & Refine our

Public Speaking Curriculum





I facilitated
a faculty meeting,

grade-level meetings, and 
department meetings,

helping teachers
review the 

Common Core
Learning Standards

for Speaking & Listening.







The
College Board
provided
tasks,
rubrics,
and anchors.





Next Steps to Refine our Public Speaking Curriculum
● Facilitate curriculum writing with participants from each school

during the summer of 2017.

● Meet in grade-level groups to review newly aligned rubrics and 

task requirements during the fall of 2017.

● Share tools with secondary teachers in all disciplines during the 

fall of 2017.

● Align existing units/tasks with the AP Seminar rubrics and anchors 

during the 2017-2018 school year.

● Collect grade-level anchors during the 2017-2018 school year.

● Present updates on the K-12 public speaking curriculum in the fall 

of 2018.

● Solicit feedback from our AP Research students in the spring of 

2019.


